
fjPr Evangelism for the rest of us
'  Mark 10 & 12 plus Acts 17:1-5 ^

The name of our church is the Barre Evangelical Free Church. An evangelical is one who
believes it is very important that we share our faith in Jesus Christ with other people. We want
others to experience the wonderful relationship with God that we have, see the power of God's
Word, know forgiveness for their sins, & experience the Holy Spirit unleashed in their lives.
Most of all we want people to be in heaven forever. When we share our faith with others it is
called evangelism. It is something we want to do, but for many of us it does not come easy.

Those gifted in evangelism pray that there will be a person next to them on plane trips so they
can share the gospel, while the rest of us pray for an empty seat so it isn't so crowded. Those
gifted in evangelism see every waitress & cashier as someone to talk about Jesus with, while the
rest of us see them as someone to give our order to or pay our money. Those gifted in
evangelism can't sleep at night if they didn't get a chance to witness that day, while that's not
the reason the rest of us didn't sleep. Those with the gift of evangelism can't wait to go door-to-
door, while the rest of us just picture anxiety coming from a stranger knocking on your door.

Evangelism is HARD for most believers. It is not because we don't care for others or love Jesus
deeply. In fact, it is precisely because we care deeply, love Jesus abundantly and weep at the
thought of someone going to hell, that we feel such guilt when thinking about evangelizing.
Today, I want to encourage those who consider themselves "reluctant evangelists". We want
to look at how "evangelistic chickens" can reach out, I am in debt for some of our thoughts
today to Randy Newman, a speaker at the "Why Jesus 2016" conference. In fact, the whole
third point is from his teaching. Unlike most evangelistic training which is done by^gifed
evang^sts, Randy considers himself an "evangelistic chicken" & a "reluctant evangelist".

Let's start with some of the challenges that dedicated Christians who aren't gifted in evangelism
face today as we seek to obey Jesus in bringing the gospel to all around us!

PROPOSITION: In our rapidly changing culture, learning to ask questions to promote
engagement & dialogue helps Christians be more effective in witnessing and evangelism.

I. Current challenges before us ...
A. Most Christians not gifted as evangelists

The challenge we have already mentioned is that most Christians are not gifted in
sharing their faith - that means witnessing about Jesus is going to be hard. But so are
exercise, spiritual disciplines, & work! The most valuable things in life tend to be hard

B. Religious shifts in our culture - people don't see the need for God
A second challenge is that our culture is fast shifting away from some basic beliefs
that make it easier to understand the gospel. We are just becoming more like the
society the early believers faced. There are some things that we could assume 50 or 30
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or even 15 years ago that we can't today. If someone believes almost everyone goes to
heaven because we're basically good, then simply saying Jesus died for their sins to
restore our relationship with God, is not actually heard. We need to connect. One of
the ways Jesus and the early church did that was through questions and dialo^pe. That
is actually easier for evangelistic chickens to do! ^(|

C. We tend to think of evangelism only in terms of declaring the gospel
A third challenge we face is that WE tend to think of evangelism in terms of
DECLARING the gospel ALONE - like Billy Graham preaching before a whole
stadium or one-on-one conversations using a presentation like the Romans Road,
Steps to Peace with God or the Bridge illustration. When we ONLY think of
evangelism as sharing the whole gospel message at one time, then we will feel
ineffective in discussion and dialogue when God is actually using us powerfully in the
process of bringing someone to true faith!

Actually far fewer people in the US are coming to Jesus though a one-time
DECLARATION of the gospel today than 30 or 50 years ago. Declaring the gospel
hasn't lost any power. We must ALWAYS share that. But most Americans no longer
have the shared values that allows a single declaration of the gospel to be truly
understood. That's why Jesus and the disciples did JUST speak one-time to people
about the gospel. So let's be clear, what is the core '^the gospel? That Jesus is God
who came down to this earth and took on a human body because of His love for us. He
came to rescue us from our sin which has separated us from God and disqualified us
from heaven. After living a perfect life, Jesus willingly died on the cross to pay the
penalty ofour sin, then rose bodily from the dead to prove it. God then offers to
forgive us, remold our character, adopt us, guide us and open heaven to us ifwe will
receive this free gift through genuine faith. So what is genuine faith? That we
recognize and repent of our sinful actions and attitudes, believe Jesus died on the cross
for our sins and rose again, and surrender to go His way in the Bible rather than by our
feelings or what is popular around us.

Not only did Jesus the disciples declare the gospel, they also dialoged the gospel -
they engaged in Interactive conversation with people who didn't believe the same
things they did. Respectful conversations are becoming a lost art in our culture - but
as Christians we want to do that. And it can be easily done by reluctant evangelists by
simply asking questions. You don't need to be a gifted evangelist and you don't need
to know all the answers!

11. Using questions to engage in spiritual conversations

A. Jesus used questions as much as He declared!
A number of years ago I studied all the times Jesus answered questions and was
amazed to learn that in at least V2 the times, Jesus answered a question with a question.
He usually didn't go to declaration first - except in questions from His committed
followers. Look at Mark 12:14.
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1) Mark 12:13-17 - Is it right to pay taxes to Caesar?
Here the religious leaders try to trap Jesus by asking ̂ 'Should we pay the
imperial tax to the Roman emperor which people so hated or not?" Jesus
responds with two questions: "Why are you trying to trap me?" and "Whose
inscription is on the coin?" Jesus answers a question with a question.

2) Mark 12:18-27 - Belief in the resurrection isn't reasonable.
Look down at v 23. Other religious leaders were trying to show how foolish it
is to believe in the resurrection so they asked Jesus this question: the
resurrection whose wife will she be, since [seven men] were married to her?"
Jesus answered a question with a question in v 24: "Are you not in error because
you do not know the Scriptures or the power of God" Turn back to Mark 10:2

3) Mark 10:1-12 — Is it lawful to divorce?
In Mark 10:2, the Pharisees came and tested Jesus by asking "/s it lawfulfor a
man to divorce his wife?" How does Jesus respond in v 3? With a question!
"What did Moses command you?" By the way, Moses never commanded
anything about divorce. One more - look down to Mark 10:17.

4) Mark 10:17-31 - What must I do to be saved?
READ V 17, What must I do to be saved? If there was ever a time to JUST

declare the gospel it seems like this is the time. Can you think of a better
opening? Yet how does Jesus respond in v 18? With a question! "Why do you
call me good?" Jesus answers a very straightforward, sincere question with a
question - because He is seeking to engage the man in the discussion process.
This man already thought he was good enough to go to heaven but was
struggling inside because something was missing. Without the challenge that no
human is good enough, he'll never come to grips with his real sin which was
pride and materialism.

Look at V 21. READ. Jesus had compassion on this man. You and I cannot
witness to another person if we don't care, if we look down on them or if we
have bad feelings towards them. Ask God for a heart of compassion. Jesus also
didn't force an answer right away - the man left sad. Jesus allowed the man to
struggle with this question. So rather than feel we aren't gifted enough to
effectively witness or articulately answer accusations against Christianity,
simply practice asking questions and engaging people in dialogue.

B. Even the gifted evangelist Paul engaged people in dialog Acts 17:1-5
Please turn to Acts 17. This gives us a quick picture of how Paul brought the gospel
to a new area. Here we see that even the gifted evangelist Paul regularly engaged
people in dialog. READ v l-5a. Notice 4 things here...

1. Sharing the gospel is usually an ongoing process Acts 17:2
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More often than not, sharing the gospel is an ongoing process, not a one-shot
event. V 2, Paul went 3 Sabbath days - that's 3 weeks in a row. Evangelism is
often an ongoing process.

2. Sharing the gospel often involves dialogue Acts 17:2, 3, 4
Sharing the gospel often involves dialogue. Notice the verbs used... Reasoned v
2; explaining and proving v 3; some persuaded v 4. This is more dialogue than
declaration. Declaration is very important - I'm using it right now - but when
we are in one-on-one conversation with someone, dialogue is often more helpful
in witnessing.

3. Sharing the gospel results in very different responses. Acts 17: 4, 5
Sharing the gospel results in very different responses. In v 4 some accepted the
message, while in v 5 others started a riot. Two different responses Ifom the
exact same gospel! This has nothing to do with **ho}v we did it" The same
happened to Jesus who was perfect. Some dropped their nets and followed Him,
while others called Him demon possessed. Everywhere that this gospel has ever
gone, some say "this is the best news I've ever heard" while others say, "shut
up or I'm going to arrest you." Sure someone can just be obnoxious when they
witness. BSt w must remember that the gospel is a great dividing point. We
aren't successes or failures by peoples' response.

4. Sharing the gospel may have to be bad news before it is good news Acts 17:3
Finally notice that for some people sharing the gospel may have to be bad news
before it is good news. Notice 3 little words in v 3 — "the Messiah had to
suffer". Our problem is so bad that it takes this supreme solution. Jesus'
teaching is not enough - He had to suffer and die. Jesus' example is not enough
- He had to go to the cross. Our sin is so bad we need a cross. We need to be
remade. So for many people this message is going to be bad news long before
will become good news. "You telling me that I'm a bad person?" "Are you
saying that other religions won't get you to heaven?" "Are you saying that
there's no self-help program that we get a little better so we go to heaven," Yup.
We must get to the point where people are confi*onted with the message of the
rich young ruler - no one is good but God alone.

III. Some ideas to spark greater dialogue
How do we have these dialogues? Let me share 4 ideas to help spark greater dialogue that
any of us can do. These are not techniques, just ideas.

A. Realize some people are not awake (spiritually)
First, it is very helpful for us to realize that some people are not awake. That is, they
are not thinking about spiritual things at all. Or if they do, it is not very deep. Many in
our culture don't want to think any more complex than a bumper sticker phrase or a
tweet. You can often tell someone is really not awake when they make comments that
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don't sound like they are thinking very deeply. In these cases, we want to ASK
QUESTIONS to draw them out. For example, some say things like
•  "It really doesn't matter what you believe as long as it works for you" or
•  "It doesn't matter what you believe as long as you are sincere" or
•  (usually in a patronizing tone), "If it makes you happy, fine.

At this point, some Christians launch into long answers of why those statements can't
be true. Then they wonder why the people's eyes glaze over and they want to run
away. They're not thinking deeply about these areas.

Our goal is to try to wake them up. We do that by simply asking them questions about
their statement. So what question can we ask when someone says something like, "it
doesn't matter what you believe as long as it works for you." You might want to
right this question down - "really?" "Do you really believe that it doesn 7 matter
what someone believes?" Now remember the delivery here is very important. Like in
physical life, people often don't like getting woken up. This can easily sound snide so
watch your tone. We can follow up with, "Aren V there some things that people
shouldn't believe?" ISIS killing or enslaving people in the name of their religion is an
easy example. "Ifpeople want to kill or enslave people in the name of their religion,
you don't think that's okay do you?" Remembepwe are just trying to wake them up
so we must do it gently and kindly. R^^^^rfpey aren't going to hear the
declaration of the gospel if they aren't awake. "Really" "Do you really believe what
you just said?"

It's interesting that over 70 years ago, CS Lewis makes this observation in the
beginning of the very first letter in his book The Screwtape Letters. The senior
demon tells the junior demon "Jargon, not argument, is your best ally in keeping
him from the church." Keep people from logically connecting their thoughts with
their actions by simple phrases. Many of our friends and neighbors are held in
bondage to jargon and cliches and statements they don't think deeply about. So we
just want to say, "Do you really believe that?"

B. Some things just cannot be true
Second, it is helpful to remember that some things just cannot be true. So we want to
lovingly help our friends get unhooked from the lies, falsehoods & misunderstandings
of reality that are enslaving them. For example, many people today say, "I think all
religions are basically the same." You don't have to take a class on comparative
religions to know that cannot be true. (Show chart). You may have seen charts like
this - contrasting the differences between the major religions in literally every area of
belief- from who God is to how a person goes to heaven. This chart is filled with
contradictions between the various religious beliefs in the major areas! There is no
way that all religions are basically the same.
Sometimes when a Christian hears someone say "I think all religions are basically
the same" they want to pull out a chart like this and say "No they aren't!" These
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charts are helpful, but not in evangelism. They just make the other person want to run
away. Rather than go on the attack, let them defend their position. Simply ask a
question. "Can you explain this to me?" "I'm not sure how that can work?"
Often, as Christians, we assume a defensive position. They ask us a hard question, we
squirm a bit and try to defend God. Sometimes we need to ask them a question to
defend their statements. This is not to win, but to give them a chance to evaluate what
they are thinking. Many of you have seen those Facebook titles where they are
basically saying "This blows the other side out of the water". Never does. Our
purpose is not to prove we are superior - We're simply asking them to explain their
position, because we know many of them have never thought about the contradictions
in it! Some have & we want to be good listeners. Some questions are simply logically
impossible. "Can you explain that to me?" "Can you show me how that is true?"

C. Not all questions are sincere
Third, it is helpful to remember that not all questions are sincere. Not all questions are
real questions, so we should not treat them as such. Some people ask questions to
attack us while others genuinely want to learn what we think. So it's important that we
learn to distinguish between the two because our response is very different as Jesus
demonstrated in His own life.

Sometimes people ask us questions to attack us. We can tell by the tone of their voice
and their facial expressions that they're making fun of us or they are insulting us or
they are trying to trap us. "Are you telling me that everyone who disagrees with
you is going to hell?" Is that the real question? If it is not a real question^ you
should nol answer it In fact if we did answer it, we'd be tempted to get angry,
defensive or make fun back. And if it is not a real question, our Biblically sound
answer isn't heard, but just reinforces their mockery.

This is what happened when the Pharisees confronted Jesus with the question, "by
whose authority do you do these things." That wasn't a real question - they were
trying to trap Him. So he asked a question back, "by what authority did John the
Baptist do those things." They didn't answer, so He didn't either. What could we say
if somebody throws out "Are you saying yours is the only right religion?" or ̂ ^Are
you saying your group is the only one going to heaven". You can give a biblically
true answer saying these are not my words but Jesus's in John 14:6 - theologically
correct but you will rarely see any positive engagement because 9 times out of 10 it
was not a real question. Our goal is to start dialogue. We want to learn how to engage
them in the process.

Let me use an illustration that happened to Randy Newman. He was leading a Bible
Study on a college campus when some atheists came in to the study. One said, "Are
you saying I'm going to go to hell because I don't believe like you do?" This time
he responded in a different way - with a question - "Do you believe in hell?" "Aio, I
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think it's ridiculous," "If you don't believe in he!!, why are you asking the
question? Why does this bother you so much when you don't believe it?" (pause)

Another of the atheistic students said, "But I do believe in hell!" So Randy asked a
question - we don't have to know all the answers to ask questions - "Doyou believe
anyone is there?" The students stumbled because people in our day tend to hide
behind cliche's & don't think deeply — they do feel deeply, don't confuse the two. So
Randy tried to genuinely help the tongue-tied person, "Do you believe that Hitler is
in hell?" Yes, "Do you believe in heaven?" Yes, "Who decides who goes to heaven
and who goes to hell?" And the atheist said "God". That's a huge change ~ please
don't point out - but engaging person with questions removes these non-questions &
slogans as a defense and starts them thinking about what they really believe. He asked
another question, "How does God decide?" the person gave a common answer "the
10 Commandments". "Do you have to get all 10 right all the time, I know I
don't?" Our purpose is to move from the antagonism to let's talk about this.^
Questions help us do that in situations where the question is not a real question. "How
do you know that?" "Why are you asking that?" "Why is that question so
important to you?" There's no stock question you can ask here, but our goal is to
engage in discussion.

D, Sharing the gospel is often a process
Fourth, it is helpful to remember that sharing the gospel is often a process, like we
saw in Paul's approach. That means sometimes it is most helpful to help a person take
a single step towards understanding God more clearly even if they aren't to the point
of understanding the whole gospel. We trust God enough that He's going to bring
other people into this process or bring ourselves back into the process to move a
person along to true faith and repentance.

Back in the 1950s, Americans tended to believe there was one God, there was a

heaven & hell, Jesus was from God and the Bible had important moral commands that
benefited society and individuals. That's because we had just come through a horrific
World War and our country's greatest enemy at the time was atheistic communism.
These beliefs weren't biblical faith, but because of these shared beliefs, people could
better understand when we said God loved them, they are sinners, Jesus died on the
cross and rose again to pay the penalty of our sins and we need to repent, believe and
surrender in faith to receive God's free gift of salvation. That didn't mean they
believed it, but they could better understanJl^ So we could ask a question back then
like, "if you were to die tonight, how sure you that you will get into heaven," and
it would initiate a very helpful discussion. Today many Americans aren't at that point,
they think almost everybody will be into heaven ORThere is no heaven so there is not
much dialogue. A more helpful question now is "do you ever think about spiritual
things?" because we want to know what God they are perceiving, if any so we can
help them take a step towards a more Biblical view of God. Or we can challenge those
we know best (not at the funeral though) when they say of a clear non-believer "well
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at least earn a better place now," we can gently ask "How do you know that?'^ In
our day, there is often a process needed before someone can understand the declared
gospel message. Don't let that keep you from sharing it, just know when their eyes
glass over, some questions will help a lot.

o-

Remember God will use us in ways are far beyond our natural abilities. He is God!
Don't let the fact you don't feel gifted in evangelism stop you from witnessing.
simply asking questions. And when someone tries to trap you, or throws out cliches or
is spiritumly asleep, definitely use questions. God has always effectively used the
stumbling and bumbling of normal Christians in His process of transforming peoples'
lives through faith in Jesus Christ. The only things He can't use is us never saying
anything or saying things in a spirit of superiority.
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